
AN ANALYSIS OF THE ADVENTURE OF

In this lesson, we will summarize and analyze 'The Adventure of the Crooked Man' by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. This is a
Holmes and Watson story that has the duo looking into the mysterious death of Colonel Barclay. Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle's stories about the adventures of Sherlock.

Active Themes Holmes makes the quick observation that she must have started her travels early that morning
he notices half of a train ticket in her hand and sees splatters of mud, indicating that she traveled partially by
dog-cart , and the woman introduces herself as Helen Stoner. Watson wakes up to find Holmes, normally a
late riser, standing over him to let him know that they have a distressed young lady waiting for them in their
sitting room. How long they seemed, those quarters! Active Themes. Which would further suggest that Alice
adheres to the traditional beliefs that existed at the time when it came to a man and a woman having a
relationship. Rucastle has already taken his daughter away. Rather than attempting to engage with other people
Alice begins to get attached to inanimate objects in her room. Holmes hears the full story from Mrs. Stoner,
the widow of a major in the Bengal Army with two twin daughters. However, Mr. He is able to notice minute
details that others might be unable to see, like mud splatters and a torn train ticket, which is part of the reason
that he so successful in his pursuit of solving crimes. Stoner leaves to both Roylott and to the twins will
become a clue in the murder. Holmes and Watson make plans to meet Helen at the Stoke Moran Manor later
that day so they can begin investigating the death. Helen Stoner's explanation of her case sets this tone: "'It is
not cold which makes me shiverâ€¦ It is fear, Mr. Grimesby Roylott, had married Helen's mother in India and
gained from her a substantial amount of money before her death, after which he moved with Helen and her
twin sister Julia to his ancestral home and gave the two girls little opportunity to enjoy the society of others.
She brushes this off, suggesting that her stepfather is merely unaware of his strength, but Holmes stares
pensively into the fire. From the opening lines of the story, the reader notices that Holmes seems to think of
detective work as a higher callingâ€”a life passion more than a mere job. Cite Post McManus, Dermot. Doyle
uses a helpless, scared woman as a victim to make the readers want to feel scared for her. The home she lives
in is a huge mansion that is somewhat falling apart. By telling Holmes and Watson right away that Dr. Doyle
adds the sudden quickness of events to create an exciting scene and to make the readers even more anticipated
to find out what the speckled band is.


